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This paper presents a mathematical model to describe the evolution of the molecular weight
distribution (MWD) in vinyl chloride (VCM) free-radical suspension polymerizations
performed with a bifunctional initiator, 1,3-di(2-neodecanoylperoxyisopropyl) (DIPND). The
model yields, as a function of time, the mass balances for the distinct phases, the monomer

conversion, the number- and mass-average molecu-
lar weights and the complete MWD of both the
growing and dead polymer chains. In order to
describe the MWD, the model uses probability
generating functions (pgf) to transform the mass
balance equations into a reduced and finite set of
model equations. As shown throughout many
examples, the MWD’s of the final polymer resin is
little sensitive to the presence of the linear symmet-
rical bifunctional initiator.
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1. Introduction

Polymer materials are usually composed of chains of

different sizes and compositions. The distributions of chain

sizes and compositions are directly related to various
physical properties, such as the elastic and loss moduli,

melt viscosity, and crystallinity, among others.[1] Under-

standing the phenomena that affect those distributions

can help in controlling the final properties of a particular

polymer.

Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) is considered to be the most

versatile of the commodity polymeric materials. This is

mainly due to its low price, excellent processability and

interesting properties, such as chemical inertness, low

flammability, and flame retardancy. PVC is also compatible

with many additives, including plasticizers, heat stabil-

izers, lubricants, and fillers. Commercially, PVC resins are

obtained via bulk, solution, emulsion, and suspension

polymerizations. With a worldwide production share of

approximately 80%, suspension polymerization is the

commonest PVC production process.[2]
DOI: 10.1002/mats.201400038
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Since the second half of the 1980 s, several experimental

studies and mathematical models regarding the use of

multifunctional free radical initiators have been reported,

mostly related to the production of poly(styrene) (PS),[3–9]

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),[10,11] poly(vinyl ace-

tate) (PVAc),[12] and styrene/methacrylate copolymers.[13]

Inmost cases,polymerizationshavebeenperformed inbulk

or solution processes. The use of multifunctional initiators

is a mean to control the shape of the molecular weight

distribution (MWD) and also to increase the average

molecular weight averages, when reactions must be

performed at high temperatures without significant

modification of the production technology.

Regarding the specific case of vinyl chloride free radical

polymerization, several mathematical models were devel-

oped to describe the kinetics of bulk and suspension

polymerizations in the last 50 years.[14–21] Monofunctional

initiators were used almost always. As the use of

multifunctional initiators for production of PVC is still

incipient, the related open literature is extremely scarce. To

the best of our knowledge, a single study was reported in

this field,[22] where the authors mixed bifunctional (1,3-

di(2-neodecanoylperoxyisopropyl)benzene) (DIPND) and

monofunctional initiators in order to evaluate the impact

on the process operation. The authors presented experi-

mental results collected from an industrial process and

developed a model to represent the process behavior,

calculating, among other parameters, the rate of polymeri-

zation and the number- and weight-average molecular

weights, but not the full MWD. The authors also compared

the efficiencies of bifunctional and monofunctional ini-

tiators, showing that bifunctional initiators allowed for

reduction of the reaction time and implementation of

smoother polymerization rate profiles. As experiments

were not performed at similar operation conditions (for

instance, similar active oxygen concentrations) andMWDs

were not presented, it was not possible to evaluate the

impactof thebifunctional initiatoron thefinalpropertiesof

the obtained polymer material.

Themain factor thathasprevented thewidespreaduseof

bifunctional initiators in vinyl chloride polymerization

processes is the low rate of thermal decomposition of

most commercially available initiators at the feasible

PVC process temperatures (40–60 8C). The vast majority of

commercial multifunctional peroxides are used at reaction

temperatures above 90 8C.[3–12] The lack of further studies

regarding the use of multifunctional initiators in vinyl

chloride free radical polymerizations is very intriguing,

since the available results[22] highlighted the potential

benefits of using multifunctional initiators in PVC

processes.

As it is well known, average properties, such as the

number- and weight-average molecular weights, are not

sufficient to fully describe the properties of a polymer
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material. When one needs to predict rheological or flow

properties, the full MWD becomes essential. On a more

fundamental level, the association of measured MWD’s

with simulation results obtained for a particular process

can provide insights into the kinetics of the polymerization

process.

Severalmathematicalmodels andnumerical approaches

have been proposed to deal with the calculation of

MWD’s in polymerization processes,[8,23–37] including

Monte Carlo procedures,[30] orthogonal collocation onfinite

elements,[31] discrete weighted Galerkin techniques,[32]

sectional grid methods,[33] Laplace transforms,[27] and

probability generating functions (pgf),[8] among others.

Interestingly, few works have reported the calculation of

MWDs for PVC.[34–36]

In the present study, amathematical model is proposed

to describe the vinyl chloride free radical suspension

polymerization performed with bifunctional initiators

in a batch reactor. The mathematical model is able

to describe monomer conversions, mass compositions

for each phase, number- and weight-average molecular

weights and the complete MWD of both the growing

and dead polymer chains as functions of time. In order

to calculate the MWD, the pgf technique is used here.

The pgf technique has been successfully implemented to

describe MWD’s in bulk styrene polymerizations, con-

trolled polypropylene degradations, graft copolymeriza-

tions of polystyrene and polyethylene, among other

reacting systems.[37,38] In order to validate the kinetic

mechanism proposed in the present work, the experimen-

tal data presentedbyKrallis et al.[22] areused as references.

The simulation results obtained here coincide with the

published results when comparative analyses are possi-

ble, although the full MWD’s are also presented here for

different operating temperatures and initiator concen-

trations, as the consequence of the successful implemen-

tation of the pgf technique. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first study to describe theoretically the MWD of

PVC synthesized by bifunctional initiators. Additionally,

this is the first time that the pgf approach is used

successfully to describe a multiphase reacting system in

the presence ofmultiple growingmacromolecular species,

as described in the following sections.
2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Kinetics

The kinetic model proposed here is subject to the following

hypotheses:
i)
l. 2014

bH &
all kinetic constants are independent of the polymer

chain length;
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ii)
CH3

CH3

Fig
bif
the long chain approximation is valid;
CH3CH3R2
iii)
 chain branching is neglected;
COOCCCH3 O M CH2
iv)
R n

non-polymeric radicals react with monomeric or

polymeric radicals at the same rate;
 CH3CH3O1

v)
 stereochemical effects can be neglected;
Δ
vi)
R1 O CH3CH3
the reactor contains up to four phases: gaseous,

aqueous, monomeric, and polymeric phases, which

vary as the reaction proceeds;
O M CH
vii)

CH3 C C O CO 2

n

the reaction takes place in two phases (monomeric

and polymeric);

R2 CH3CH3
viii)
[RA] [RCM]n
chain transfer to polymer and to initiator are

negligible;
Figure 2. Structural representation of the decomposition of a
ix)
 primary radical termination is negligible;
polymer chain with an undecomposed peroxide.
x)
 there is no radical transfer between the monomeric

and polymeric phases;
xi)
 homogeneity of the monomer droplets (the concen-

trations of initiator and radicals are the same in all of

them);
xii)
 equal initiator concentration in the monomeric and

polymeric phases;
xiii)
 constant efficiency of the initiators inmonomeric and

polymeric phases until the end of the second stage of

polymerization;
xiv)
 the efficiency of the initiators in the third stage is

controlled by diffusion, according to the free-volume

theory.
It is assumed that polymerization reactions are per-

formed in presence of the symmetrical bifunctional

initiator DIPND. The decomposition reaction is shown in

Figure 1.

Themechanism that leads to formation of diradicals has

been the subject of some discussion. Since the initiation

step is extremely fast and the resulting radicals are highly

reactive, it is very difficult to ascertain experimentally

whether diradicals are produced from primary monorad-

icals RB or from macroradicals RBMn, n¼ 1, . . ., 1. Some

studies in the literature[22,39] consider that, after the first

decomposition step shown in Figure 1, RB may undergo
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ure 1. Schematic representation of the decomposition of
unctional initiator DIPND.
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decomposition to give a primary diradical. In thiswork, it is

postulated that RB can only take part of propagation

reactions that lead to macroradicals RBMn, n¼ 1, . . . 1,

whichare theones thatdecompose togivemacro-diradicals

RcMn, as shown in Figure 2 and in accordance with

Benbachir and Benjelloun.[4]

Although there are few literature reports on the

formation of short branches in PVC chains through

backbiting, such as ethyl (EB) and methyl (MB) branches,

aswell aschloroallylic endgroups,[40,41] theproposedmodel

does not consider these reaction steps at this point.

Assuming that the hypotheses stated above are valid,

the following kinetic mechanism can be proposed for

the free radical suspension polymerization of vinyl

chloride:
. 2

H &
Formation of primary radicals

Decomposition
014, 23,

Co. KG
I!kd RA þ RB ð1Þ
Initiation
RA þM!kiARAM1 ð2Þ

RB þM!KiBRBM1 ð3Þ
Propagation
RAMn þM!kp RAMnþ1 ð4Þ

RBMn þM!kp RBMnþ1 ð5Þ

RCMn þM!2kpRCMnþ1 ð6Þ
Chain transfer (to monomer)
RAMn þM!ktrPA;n þ RM ð7Þ
500–522
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RBMn þM!ktr PBMn þ RM ð8Þ

RCMn þM!2ktrRAMn þ RM ð9Þ
Termination reactions

By combination
RAMn þ RAMm!ktcPA;mþn ð10Þ

RAMn þ RBMm!ktcPBMmþn ð11Þ

RAMn þ RCMm!2ktcRAMmþn ð12Þ

RBMn þ RBMm!ktcP2BMmþn ð13Þ

RBMn þ RCMm!2ktcRBMmþn ð14Þ

RCMn þ RCMm!4ktcRCMmþn ð15Þ
By disproportionation
RAMn þ RAMm!ktdPA;n þ PA;m ð16Þ

RAMn þ RBMm!ktdPA;n þ PBMm ð17Þ

RAMn þ RCMm!2ktdPA;n þ RAMm ð18Þ

RBMn þ RBMm!ktdPBMn þ PBMm ð19Þ

RBMn þ RCMm!ktdPBMn þ RAMm ð20Þ

RCMn þ RCMm!4ktdRAMn þ RAMm ð21Þ
Reinitiation of live and dead polymer chains
RBMn!kdrRCMn þ RA ð22Þ
1. Description of the macromolecular chains.

es De

n Living macroradicals of length n

n Living reinitiating macroradicals of length

n Living bifunctional macroradicals of length

Dead polymers of length n

n Reinitiating polymers of length n (containin

n Reinitiating polymers of length n (containin

Primary radicals from inhibitor molecules

Macromol. Theory Simul. 2014, 23
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PBMn!
kdpRAMn þ RA ð23Þ

P2BMn !
2kdpRBMn þ RA ð24Þ
Inhibition of live radical chains
RAMn þ Z!kz PA;n þ Z� ð25Þ

RBMn þ Z!kz PBMn þ Z� ð26Þ

RCMn þ Z!2kzRAMm þ Z� ð27Þ

Z � þZ �!kz Z ð28Þ
In Equation (1–28), I is the bifunctional peroxide

initiator, RA is an initiation radical, RB is a radical with

an undecomposed peroxide group, Z and M are the

inhibitor andmonomermolecule, respectively. The remain-

ing species in the reaction mechanism are described in

Table 1. All reactions are assumed to occur in both the

monomeric (j¼ 1) and polymeric (j¼ 2) phases.
2.2. Distribution of Components in Different Stages

As usual in kinetic modeling, some assumptions are

necessary for development of the mass balances in the

different process stages:
i)
 All phases are in equilibrium throughout the reaction.

In the case of the monomer, this implies that:
sc

n
n

g

g

, 5

KG
f̂m;1 ¼ f̂m;2 ¼ f̂m;v ¼ f̂m;aq ð29Þ
where f̂m;i is the fugacity of the monomer in phase i,
i¼ 1, 2, v, aq;
ii)
 the initiator concentration is the same in the mono-

meric and polymeric phases;
ription

(containing one undecomposed peroxide group)

one undecomposed peroxide group)

two undecomposed peroxide groups)

00–522
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iii)
 the vapor phase is an idealmixture, consisting ofwater

and vinyl chloride;
iv)
 the solubility of VCM in the polymeric phase can be

calculated using the Flory–Huggins theory for polymer

solutions;
v)
 the polymerization takes place in three stages. The

first stage comprises three phases (aqueous, gaseous,

and monomeric phases) and ends when the limit of

solubility of the polymer in the monomeric phase

is reached. The second stage includes four phases

(aqueous, gaseous, monomeric, and polymeric phases)

and endswhen themonomeric phase is consumed. The

third and final stage includes three phases: aqueous,

gaseous, and polymeric phases.
vi)
 the solubility of polymer in the monomeric phase is

0.5wt% at the analyzed reaction temperature.[42]
M1 ¼

The distribution of the components among the

various phases in the reactor is very important for

the complete understanding of the process. The compo-

sition of each phase is calculated with the aid of

coupled thermodynamic correlations and mass balance

equations.

At any stage, the total mass in the reactor can be

calculated with Equation (30)
Mt ¼ M1 þM2 þMv þMaq ð30Þ
where M1 is the total mass of the monomeric phase,

M2 is the total mass of the polymeric phase,Mv is the total

mass of vapor, and Maq is the total mass of the aqueous

phase. The total amount of VCM distributed among the

phases is:
Mm ¼ Mm;1 þMm;2 þMm;v þMm;aq ð31Þ
where the variables Mm, Mm,1, Mm,2, Mm,v, Mm,aq, are,

respectively, themass of unreactedVCM, and themasses of

VCM in the monomeric, polymeric, vapor, and aqueous

phases.
Maq ¼ rw
vw;vrvrmrpV r � vw;vrvrmMp �Mwrmrp þMwvm;vrvrp �Mmvw;vrvrp

ðvw;arpÞðvw;vrvrm � rwrm þ vm;vrwrmÞ

 !
ð37Þ
2.2.1. First stage: 0<X<XP

The first stage of VCM suspension polymerizations is

characterized by the absence of the polymeric phase.

Once the solubility limit of polymer in the monomeric

phase is reached, a new phase appears and the stage

ends.
Macromol. Theory Simul
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The gas phase contains monomer and water; the

monomeric phase contains VCM, initiator, radicals, and

polymer, while the aqueous phase contains water and

monomer. The mass of VCM available for polymerization

can be calculated with Equation (32)
. 2014,

H & Co
Mm ¼ Mm;oð1� XÞ ð32Þ
where X is the monomer conversion and Mm,o is the

total mass of vinyl chloride at beginning of process. The

polymer solubilized in the monomeric phase, Mp, and

thetotalmassof themonomericphase,M1, arecalculatedas:
Mp ¼ Mm;oX ð33Þ

Mt �Maq � rvðV r þMp=rm �Mp=rp �Maq=raqÞ
1� rv=rm

� �
ð34Þ
In order to calculate the VCMmass in the aqueous phase,

it is necessary to describe theVCMsolubility inwater, ksol,m
(w/w). A least squares fit of experimental data[43] led to

Equation (35):
ksol;m ¼ 9:11� 10�7ðTr � 273:15Þ3
�2:22� 10�5ðTr � 273:15Þ2

�3:5� 103ðTr � 273:15Þ þ 0:9913

ð35Þ
where Tr is the reaction temperature. Once the solubility

is calculated, the mass of VCM in the aqueous phase is

found as:
Mm;aq ¼ ksol;m
Pt
Psatm

 !
Mw;aq ð36Þ
where Pt is the total pressure, Psatm is the monomer

vapor pressure and Mw;aq is the mass of water in the

aqueous phase. After some algebraic manipulations, one

can find the total mass of the aqueous phase according to

Equation (37)
where v is the mass fraction of each component in the

respective phase.

As the vapor phase is considered an ideal gas mixture,

the fugacity of each component in the gas mixture is

equal to its partial pressure
f̂m;v ¼ Pm;v and f̂w;v ¼ Pw;v ð38Þ
23, 500–522
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Thus, one can calculate the total system pressure as

the sum of the partial pressures of water and VCM,

respectively.
www.M
Pt ¼ Pm;v þ Pw;v ð39Þ
Finally, it is possible to calculate the density of the vapor

phase as:
rv ¼ PtMMv

RTr
ð40Þ
Mm;1
where MMv is the molecular weight of the mixture in the

vapor phase and R is the gas constant.

2.2.2. Second Stage: Xp<X<Xf

In this stage, the polymer phase is formed by precipitation

ofpolymerandmacroradicals. Thus, fourphasesarepresent

in the reactor. The total mass of the aqueous phase and the

density of the vapor phase can be calculated as described

before for the first stage. The volume of the vapor phase,Vv,

can be calculated as:
Vv ¼ Vr � Vaq � V1 � V2 ð41Þ
Mm;2¼

Mv ¼
where Vr,Vaq,V1, andV2 are the volumes of the reactor and

the aqueous, monomeric, and polymeric phases,

respectively.

It is possible to calculate the mass of the vapor phase

from the mass balance of components, as indicated in

Equation (42)
Mv ¼ rv

"
Vr � vw;aqMaq

rw
� vm;aqMaq

rm

� �

� vm;1M1

rm
� vp;1M2

rp

 !
� vm;2M2

rm
� vp;2M2

rp

 !#

ð42Þ
As the polymerization proceeds, the mass of the

polymeric phase increases at the expense of the

monomeric phase. The composition of the polymeric

phase can be calculated with help of the Flory–Huggins

equation,[44] as described elsewhere.[44–46] The monomer

activity, am, can be calculated from the Flory–Huggins

equation as:
lnðamÞ ¼ lnð1� fpÞ þ 1� 1

r

� �
fp þ xFHf

2
p ð43Þ
The detailed calculation of the r factor, Flory–Huggins

interaction parameter, x, and the monomer activity is
Macromol. Theory Simu
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presented in the Appendix. From the volume fraction

of polymer, fp,2, the mass fraction of polymer in

the polymeric phase (vp,2) can calculated according to

Equation (45)
l. 2014,

bH & C
vp;2 ¼ fp;2rp

fp;2rp þ ð1� fp;2Þ rm
ð44Þ
The end of the second stage is reached at a critical

conversion Xf, where the monomeric phase disappears.

Some equations for Xf are reported in the literature,[18–22]

but none of them are used here. In the present model, the

disappearance of the monomeric phase is monitored with

the mass balance equations.

2.2.3. Third Stage: Xf<X< 1.0

Asmentioned above, the third stage is characterized by the

presence of three phases: aqueous, vapor, and polymeric

phases. The mass distribution of VCM among these phases

is shown in Equation (45–47)
¼ 0; Mmð1� XÞ ¼ Mm;aq þMm;v þMm;2 ð45Þ

MtþMaq þ rvðV r � ðMaq=rwÞÞ �Mpð1�ðrv=rpÞÞ
1� ðrv=rmÞð Þ

� �
ð46Þ

Mt �Maq �M2; Mm;v ¼ vm;vMv ð47Þ
2.2.4. Gel Effect

The reaction rate in the suspension polymerization

system can be diffusion-controlled (gel effect). There are

many models available in the literature to describe this

effect.[51–53] These methods account for the gel effect by

reducing the termination constant as the conversion and

viscosity increase during the reaction.[54] The initiation,

propagation, and chain transfer rate constants are also

affected by diffusion, related to the cage effect and glass
effect, respectively.

The gel effect has been associated to the decrease of

the free volume,[54] which is defined as the volume of

void in the reaction mass, where the molecular motion

and diffusion take place. According to the free-volume

theory,[55] Equation (48) and (49) apply:
V f;m ¼ ð0:025þ amðT � TgmÞÞfm ð48Þ

V f;p ¼ ð0:025þ apðT � TgpÞÞfp ð49Þ
23, 500–522
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V f;i ¼ V f;m þ V f;p ð50Þ
where Vf,m is the relative contribution of the monomer

to the free volume, Vf,p is the relative contribution of

the polymer to the free volume, Tgm and Tgp are the

glass transition temperature of the monomer and

polymer, respectively. The total free volume fraction of

the organic phase (Vf,i) in phase i is defined as the sum

of the individual contributions of the monomer and the

polymer.

To represent the diffusion effect (gel effect) on the

termination rate constant of phase i in all stages, the

following equations apply
kt;1 ¼ kt ð51Þ

kt;2 ¼ kt exp �A
1

V f;i
� 1

V f;c

� �� �
ð52Þ
1

Vj

d

where Vfc is defined as the critical free volume fraction

at which the monomer phase is completely consumed

at the end of second stage. A value of 80% Vf,i was

used for Vfc in the present paper, as reported by

Xie et al.[18]

The kinetic rate constants for propagation and chain

transfer tomonomer, aswell as the initiation efficiency, are

also affected by the diffusion effects. The effect can be

described using the following equations:
kp;2 ¼ kp exp �B
1

V f;i
� 1

V fv

� �� �
ð53Þ

ktr;2 ¼ ktr exp �C
1

V f;i
� 1

V fv

� �� �
ð54Þ

f i ¼ f i;o exp
1

V f;i
� 1

V fv

� �
ð55Þ
1

Vj
where A, B, and C are temperature dependent

constants that have been estimated from experimental

data;[22] Vfv is the critical volume fraction for the glass

effect at the end of the second stage, which means,

Vfv¼Vf,p; fi,o is the initial efficiency determined for each

type of initiator.

In this work, it is assumed that a fraction of the radicals

generated by the initiator decomposition can be consumed

by side reactions instead of producing macromolecular

chains. Such radicals canbe influencedby thecageeffect,[53]

as well as other factors, meaning that an efficiency of
Macromol. Theory Simul
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initiation f must also be calculated during the reaction

course.

2.2.5. Mass Balances

Mass balances for monomer, polymer chains, macro-

radicals, and radicals present in the free-radical suspension

polymerization of vinyl chloride are described below,

taking into account all the hypotheses discussed

previously.
�

. 20

H &
Initiator
14, 23,

Co. KG
1

Vj

d½I�
dt

¼ �
X2
j¼1

2kd;j½I�j ð56Þ
�
 Primary radicals without undecomposed peroxide

group
½RA�
dt

¼
X2
j¼1

(
2fA;jkd;j½I�j þ f dr;jkdr;j

X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j � kiA;j½M�j½RA�j

þ f dp;jkdp;j
X1
m¼1

½PBMm�j þ 2
X1
m¼1

½P2BMm�j
 !)

ð57Þ
�
 Primary radicals with undecomposed peroxide group
1

Vj

d½RB�
dt

¼
X2
j¼1

2f B;jkd;j½I�j � kiB½M�j½RB�j
n o

ð58Þ
�
 Vinyl chloride
1

Vj

d ½M�j
dt

¼ �kiA;j½RA�j½M�j � kiB;j½RB�j½M�j
�kp;j½M�jð½RAMn�j þ ½RBMn�jÞ
�2kp;j½M�j½RCMn�j � ktr;j½M�jð½RAMn�j
þ½RBMn�jÞ � 2ktr;j½M�j½RCMn�j

ð59Þ
�
 Inhibitor
d½Z�j
dt

¼ �kZ;j½Z�j
X1
n¼1

ð½RAMn�j þ ½RBMn�j þ 2½RCMn�jÞ

ð60Þ
�
 Macroradicals (length n) without undecomposed per-

oxide group
500–522
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1

Vj

d½RAMn�j
dt

¼ ðkp;j½RA�j½M�j þ ktr;j½M�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ ktr;j½M�j
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j

þ2ktr;j½M�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�jÞdðn� 1Þ þ 2kz;j½Z�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j
þf dp;jkdp;j½PBMn�j þ ð1� f dr;jÞkdr;j½RBMn�j þ kp;j½M�j½RAMn�1�j

þ2ktr;j½M�j½RCMn�j þ 2ktc;j
Xn�1

m¼1

½RAMm�j½RCMn�m�j

þ2ktd;j½RCMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j þ 2
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j
 !

�ktr;j½M�j½RAMn�j � kp;j½M�j½RAMn�j � 2ktc;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

�ktc;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

� 2ktd;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

�ktd;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

� kZ;j½Z�j½RAMn�j

ð61Þ
�
 Macroradicals (length n) with undecomposed peroxide group
1

Vj

d½RBMn�j
dt

¼ kp;j½RB�j½M�jdðn� 1Þ þ kp;j½M�j½RBMn�1�j þ 2f dp;jkdp;j½P2BMn�j

þ2ktc;j
Xn�1

m¼1

½RBMm�j½RCMn�m�j � kdr;j½RBMn�j � ktr;j½M�j½RBMn�j

�kp;j½M�j½RBMn�j � kz;j½Z�j½RBMn�j � 2ktc;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

�ktc;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

� 2ktd;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

�ktd;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

ð62Þ
�
 Macroradicals (length n) with two terminal peroxide groups
1

Vj

d½RCMn�j
dt

¼ 2kp;j½RC�j½M�jdðn� 1Þ þ f dr;jkdr;j½RBMn�j þ 2ktc;j
Xn�1

m¼1

½RCMm�j½RCMn�m�j
�2kp;j½M�j½RCMn�j � 2ktr;j½M�j½RCMn�j � 2kz;j½Z�j½RCMn�j

�4ktc;j½RCMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j � 2ktc;j½RCMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

�4ktd;j½RCMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j � 2ktd;j½RCMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

ð63Þ
�
 Dead polymer chains (length n)
1

Vj

d ½PA;n�j
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�j½RAMn�j þ ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;j½PBMn�j þ
1

2
ktc;j

Xn�1

m¼1

½RAMm�j½RAMn�m�j

þktd;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

þ 2ktd;j½RAMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

þkz;j½Z�j½RAMn�j

ð64Þ
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�
 Inactive polymer chains with undecomposed peroxide group (length n)
1

Vj

d ½PBMn�j
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�j½RBMn�j þ ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;j½P2BMn�j þ ktc;j
Xn�1

m¼1

½RAMm�j½RBMn�m�j

þktd;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RAMm�j þ
X1
m¼1

½RBMm�j
 !

þ 2ktd;j½RBMn�j
X1
m¼1

½RCMm�j

þkz;j½Z�j½RBMn�j � kdp;j½PBMn�j

ð65Þ
�
 Inactive polymer chains with two terminal peroxide groups (length n)
1

Vj

d ½P2BMn�j
dt

¼ 1

2
ktc;j

Xn�1

m¼1

½RBMm�j½RBMn�m�j � 2kdp;j½P2BMn�j ð66Þ
InEquation (61–66), d(n� 1) is theKroneckerdelta,where

d(n� 1)¼ 1 for n¼ 1 and 0 for n 6¼ 1, and subscript j
represents each of the reaction phases.
2.3. The Method of Moments

The produced polymer may be characterized through its

number average molecular weight (Mn), mass average

molecular weight (Mw), and molar-mass dispersity (ÐM).

These properties can be calculated with the aid of the

method ofmoments.[23] Even though it is common to apply

the quasi-steady-state approximation (QSSA) whenmodel-

ing free radical polymerizations,[4,18–21] the QSSA was not

used in the present work. Equation (67) and (68) define the

kth-order moment of the chain length distributions of the

living macroradicals and the polymers, respectively:
½lt;k� ¼
X1
n¼i

nk½RtMn�; k ¼ 0; 1; 2 t ¼ A;B;C ð67Þ

½mB;k� ¼
X1
n¼i

nk½PB;n�; k ¼ 0; 1; 2 B ¼ A;B; 2B ð68Þ
Macromol. Theory Simul
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where k is the order of the moment, [RtMn], t¼A, B, C are

the concentrations of living macroradicals of size n, and
[PB,n], B¼A, B, 2B, are the concentrations of dormant or

dead polymer chains of size n. The description of all

species is summarized in Table 1.

The first few moments of the size distributions can be

associated directly with physical quantities. For example,

the 0th-order moments correspond to the total molar

concentration of any given species, while the first-order

moment can be associated to the total number of

monomers incorporated into a type of chain. The second

order moments may be associated to the heterogeneity of

the MWD.[23]

After applying the definitions of each type ofmoment to

themassbalance equations, the followingmomentbalance

equations can be found:
�

. 20

H &
Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size

distribution of live polymer chains (without undecom-

posed peroxide group)
1

Vj

d ½lA;k�j
dt

¼ kp;j½RA�j½M�j þ f dp;jkdp;j½mB;k�j þ ð1� f dr;jÞkdr;j½lB;k�j

þkp;j½M�j
Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lA;r�j � ½lA;k�j

2
4

3
5þ 2ktc;j

Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lA;r�j½lC;k�r�j

2
4

3
5

þktr;j½M�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ þ kz;j½Z�jð2½lC;k�j � ½lA;k�jÞ

þ2ktd;j½lC;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ þ ktr;j½M�jð2½lC;k�j � ½lA;k�jÞ

�ktc;j½lA;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

�ktd;j½lA;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

ð69Þ
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Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size distribution of live polymer chains (with undecomposed peroxide

group)
w.Mate
1

Vj

d½lB;k�j
dt

¼ kp;j½RB�j½M�j þ 2f dp;jkdp;j½m2B;k�j þ kp;j½M�j
Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lB;r�j � ½lB;k�j

2
4

3
5þ 2ktc;j

Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lB;r�j½lC;k�r�j

2
4

3
5

� ktr;j½M�j½lB;k�j � kz;j½Z�j½lB;k�j � kdr;j½lB;k�j � ktc;j½lB;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ
� ktd;j½lB;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

ð70Þ
�
 Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size distribution of live polymer chains (with two terminal peroxide

groups)
1

Vj

d½lC;k�j
dt

¼ 2kp;j½RC�j½M�j þ f dr;jkdr;j½lB;k�j þ kp;j½M�j
Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lC;r�j � ½lC;k�j

2
4

3
5þ 2ktc;j

Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lC;r�j½lC;k�r�j

2
4

3
5

� 2ktr;j½M�j½lC;k�j � 2kz;j½Z�j½lC;k�j � 2ktc;j½lC;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ
� 2ktd;j½lC;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

ð71Þ
�
 Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size distribution of dead polymer chains
1

Vj

d½mA;k�j
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�j½lA;k�j þ ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;j½lB;k�j þ kz;j½Z�j½lA;k�j þ ktd;j½lA;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

þ 1

2
ktc;j

Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lA;r�j½lA;k�r�j

2
4

3
5 ð72Þ
�
 Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size distribution of dormant polymer chains (with undecomposed

peroxide group – length n)
1

Vj

d½mB;k�j
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�j½lB;k�j þ 2ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;j½m2B;k�j þ kz;j½Z�j½lB;k�j þ ktd;j½lB;k�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

þ ktc;j
Xk
r¼0

k

r

0
@

1
A½lA;r�j½lB;k�r�j

2
4

3
5� kdp;j½mB;k�j

ð73Þ
�
 Rate equations for the kth-order moment of the size distribution of dormant polymer chains (two terminal peroxide

groups)
1

Vj

d½m2B;k�j
dt

¼ 1

2
ktc;j

Xk
r¼0

k
r

 !
½lB;r�j½lB;k�r�j

" #
� 2kdp;j½m2B;k�j ð74Þ
The average molecular weights and molar-mass dispersity (ÐM) were calculated according to the following equations:
Mw ¼

P2
j¼1

½lA;2�j þ ½lB;2�j þ ½lC;2�j þ ½mA;2�j þ ½mB;2�j þ ½m2B;2�j
� �

P2
j¼1

½lA;1�j þ ½lB;1�j þ ½lC;1�j þ ½mA;1�j þ ½mB;1�j þ ½m2B;1�j
� ��MMm ð75Þ
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Mn ¼

P2
j¼1

½lA;1�j þ ½lB;1�j þ ½lC;1�j þ ½mA;1�j þ ½mB;1�j þ ½m2B;1�j
� �

P2
j¼1

½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ ½lC;0�j þ ½mA;0�j þ ½mB;0�j þ ½m2B;0�j
� ��MMm ð76Þ
ÐM ¼ Mw

Mn

ð77Þ
whereMn andMw are the overallMn andMw values of the

polymer resin when all chain populations are considered

simultaneously.

Conversion is calculatedaccordingto theequationbelow.
Xð%Þ ¼ ðmð0Þm �mðtÞmÞ
mð0Þm

� 100 ð78Þ
where m(0)m is the total mass of VCM at time zero and

m(t)m is the remaining mass of VCM at time t.
2.4. Molecular Weight Distribution (MWD)

The probability generating function (pgf) technique is used

here to calculate the MWD of the polymer resin and of the

individual populations of polymer chains resulting from

theVCM free radical suspension polymerization performed

with the bifunctional initiator. The pgf method has

been successfully employed for modeling the MWD of

different free radical polymerization systems, including

non-isothermal operation, complex kinetic mechanisms

and branched polymers.[8,27,37,38] Some of these systems

include the peroxide modification of polyethylenes[56] and

polypropylenes,[57] styrene polymerizations performed

with bifunctional initiators[8] and high-pressure ethylene

polymerizations performed in tubular reactors.[58]

The pgf is a transform on a probability distribution pl(n)
defined as
Macromol. Theory Simul. 2014,

� 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
flðzÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

znplðnÞ ð79Þ
where z is the transformedvariable, 0� z� 1, andfl(z) is the
probability generating function associated to the distribu-

tion pl(n). As used in this work, z is real, and the pgf is a

continuous, convex, increasing, bound real function that

may take values between 0 and 1.[59] In this work, two

distributions were used: the number distribution (l¼ 0),

corresponding to a MWD expressed as number fraction

versus molecular weight, and the mass distribution (l¼ 1),

corresponding to MWD expressed as mass fraction versus

molecular weight. Since radicals and polymers have

distributions of length, different pgf’s were defined for

each of them. The functions fA;l;jðzÞ; fB;l;jðzÞ; fC;l;jðzÞ, l¼ 0,1,

j¼ 1, 2 are pgf’s corresponding to radicals of type A, B or C,

associated to number or mass distributions in either the

polymeric (j¼ 1) or monomeric (j¼ 2) phases. Similarly, the

functionscA;l;jðzÞ; cB;l;jðzÞ; c2B;l;jðzÞ fA;l;jðzÞ; fB;l;jðzÞ; fC;l;jðzÞ,
l¼ 0,1, j¼ 1, 2, are associated to the number or mass

distributions of dormant or dead polymers in either of the

monomeric or polymeric phases.

In order to apply the pgf transform to themass balances,

the general method consists in multiplying the mass

balance equations by nazn, a¼ 0, 1, and adding up over all

possible chain lengths n. The result is reorganized in terms

of the different pgf’s and moments of the distributions.

The procedure is simplified by the use of the pgf Transform

table previously developed by Asteasuain et al.[37,38] After

using it on the mass balances corresponding to this work,

Equation (80–85) can be obtained as a result.
2.4.1. pgf of macroradicals
1

Vj

dððlA;luA;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ kiA;jz½RA�j½M�j þ ktr;jz½M�jð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ þ ktr;j½M�jð2ðlC;luC;lðzÞÞj � ðlA;luA;lðzÞÞjÞ

þ kz;j½z�jð2ðlC;luC;lðzÞÞj � ðlA;luA;lðzÞÞjÞ þ kp;jz½M�j
Xl
r¼0

l
r

 !
ðlA;ruA;rðzÞÞj � kp;j½M�jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞj

þ 2ktc;j
Xl
r¼0

l
r

 !
ðlC;l�ruC;l�rðzÞÞjðlA;ruA;rðzÞÞj þ 2ktd;jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

þ f dp;jkdp;jðmB;lcB;lðzÞÞj þ ð1� f dr;jÞkdr;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj � ktc;jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ
� ktd;jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

ð80Þ
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1

Vj

dððlB;luB;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ kiB;jz½RB�j½M�j þ kp;jz½M�j
Xl
r¼0

l

r

 !
ðlB;ruB;rðzÞÞj � kp;j½M�jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj

þ 2ktc;j
Xl
r¼0

l

r

 !
ðlC;l�ruC;l�rðzÞÞjðlB;ruB;rðzÞÞj þ 2f dp;jkdp;jðm2B;lc2B;lðzÞÞj

� ktr;j½M�jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj � kdr;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj � kz;j½z�jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj
� ktc;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ � ktd;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ

ð81Þ

1

Vj

dððlC;luC;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ 2kiC;jz½RC�j½M�j þ 2kp;jz½M�j
Xl
r¼0

l
r

 !
ðlC;ruC;rðzÞÞj � 2kp;j½M�jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞj

þf dr;jkdr;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj þ 2ktc;j
Xl
r¼0

l
r

 !
ðlC;l�ruC;l�rðzÞÞjðlC;ruC;rðzÞÞj

�2ktr;j½M�jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞj � 2ktc;jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ
�2ktd;jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ � 2kz;j½z�jðlC;luC;lðzÞÞj

ð82Þ
2.4.2. pgf of the permanent polymer
1

Vj

dððmA;lcA;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞj þ
1

2
ktc;j

Xl
r¼0

l

r

 !
ðlA;l�ruA;l�rðzÞÞjðlA;ruA;rðzÞÞj

þ ktd;jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ þ ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;jðmB;lcB;lðzÞÞj þ kz;j½z�jðlA;luA;lðzÞÞj
ð83Þ
2.4.3. pgf of temporary polymers
1

Vj

dððmB;lcB;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ ktr;j½M�jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj þ ktc;j
Xl
r¼0

l

r

 !
ðlB;l�ruB;l�rðzÞÞjðlA;ruA;rðzÞÞj

þ ktd;jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞjð½lA;0�j þ ½lB;0�j þ 2½lC;0�jÞ þ 2ð1� f dp;jÞkdp;jðm2B;lc2B;lðzÞÞj
þ kz;j½z�jðlB;luB;lðzÞÞj � kdp;jðmB;lcB;lðzÞÞj

ð84Þ

1

Vj

dððm2B;lc2B;lðzÞÞjVjÞ
dt

¼ 1

2
ktc;j

Xl
r¼0

l
r

� �
ðlB;l�ruB;l�rðzÞÞjðlB;ruB;rðzÞÞj � 2kdp;jðm2B;lc2B;lðzÞÞj ð85Þ
The pgf are not useful by themselves; they must be

inverted in order to recover the different distributions.

The inversion algorithm is composed of a set of algebraic

equations that are solved together with the pgf equations

and allow for the recovery of the MWDs from their

corresponding pgf transforms. In previous works,[8,37,38]

eight distinct numerical inversionmethods appropriate for

the inversionof pgf ofMWDswere studied and the Papoulis

inversion method can be recommended.[8,38]
2.5. Numerical Methodology

Themodel and all algorithmswere implemented in Fortran

2003 code on a personal computer with an Intel 64 i7 Core
Macromol. Theory Simu

� 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmaterialsViews.com
processor, 8 Gb RAM and 1 Tb hard drive. All differential

equations of this model were integrated simultaneously

with the numerical integration package DIVPAG, which is

included in thenumerical packages IMSL Library 6.0.[60] The

implicit BDF (backward differentiation) discretization

method for the dynamic integration of sets of differen-

tial-algebraic equations was applied to the model. The

numerical precision used in the integration of differential

equations was always equal to 1.0� 10�9.
2.6. Model Parameters and Simulation Conditions

In order to validate the model developed in the present

work, published experimental data were used.[22] To the
l. 2014, 23, 500–522
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Table 2. Reaction conditions used in this study and implemented
in the mathematical model.

Tr (8C)
I%

(kg I/kg VCM)

H2O %

(kgH2O
/kgVCM)

Tr1¼ 45.0 0.835 1.55

Tr2¼ 54.5 0.835 1.55

Tr3¼ 56.5 0.835 1.55

Tr4¼ 50.0 0.835 1.55

Tr5¼ 50.0 1.000 1.55

Tr6¼ 50.0 1.500 1.55

Tr7¼ 50.0 2.000 1.55
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best of our knowledge these are the only published data on

suspension polymerization of vinyl chloride using the

bifunctional initiator DIPND. Once the model was validat-

ed, other reaction conditions were simulated and added in
Table 3. Kinetic constants for the free radical polymerization of VCM

Kinetic constants

kd ¼ 3:7� 1014 expð�13782:8=TrÞ
kiA ¼ kiB ¼ kp
kp ¼ 5:0� 107 expð�3320=TrÞ
ktr;m ¼ kp5:78 expð�2768=TrÞ
kt0 ¼ 6:0� 10�3 expð�690:4ð1=Tr � 1=T0ÞÞ
ktd;1 ¼ 2:0ðkpÞ2=kt0
ktd;2 ¼ ktd=ðð1:7� 10 expð�1007ð1=Tr � 1=T0ÞÞ2Þ
kdr ¼ kdp ¼ 1:0� 10kd
kz ¼ 3:2� 10�1kp

T0¼ 333.15K.

Table 4. Physical parameters used for the diffusion model.

Parameters

Tg;m ¼ 70:74

Tg;p ¼ 87:1� 0:132ðTr � 273:15Þ þ 273:15

am¼ 9.98� 10�4

ap¼ 5.47� 10�4

V fc ¼ 0:8ð0:025þ amðTr � Tg;mÞÞ
fi,o¼ 0.60

A ¼ expð�0:941� 106 expð�4960=TrÞÞ
B ¼ expð�1:953� 103 expð�2495=TrÞÞ
C ¼ expð�1:953� 103 expð�2495=TrÞÞ
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this study in order to assess the sensitivity of the model to

the operation and design variables of industrial interest.

Table2showsthereactionrecipesused in thepresentstudy.

Since the published data[22] did not include the

dimensions of the reactor, a set of dimensions that are

consistent with published data for industrial reactors of 60

m3 was used, as described in the literature.[61,62] All

simulations were performed using the experimentally

measured temperature profiles described in the previous

study,[22] so that it was not necessary to include the energy

balance in the simulation study.

The set of parameters and kinetic constants used for

the development of this study are presented in Table 3,

while the parameters required for the representation of the

diffusive effect and thermodynamic data for describing the

chemical equilibrium are shown in Table 4 and 5.

In the absence of published values for the decomposition

constant for the initiator used in this work, we used values

corresponding to the monofunctional initiator cumyl-
.

Units Refs.

s�1 [63]

m3 kmol�1 s�1 This work

m3 kmol�1 s�1 [64]

m3 kmol�1 s�1 [64]

m3 kmol�1 s�1 This work

m3 kmol�1 s�1 [64]

m3 kmol�1 s�1 This work

s�1 This work

m3 kmol�1 s�1 This work

Units Refs.

K [49]

K [18]

K�1 [18]

K�1 [18]

– [18]

– This work

– This work

– This work

– This work

. 2014, 23, 500–522
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Table 5. Thermodynamic parameters.

Parameters Units Refs.

Psatm ¼ expð91:43� 52:7=Tr � 10:98 lnðTrÞ þ 1:43� 10�5T2
r Þ K, Pa [65]

Psatw ¼ expð73:65� 73:2=Tr � 7:31 lnðTrÞ þ 4:16� 10�6T2
r Þ K, Pa [65]

sd;m ¼ 16; sp;m ¼ 6:5; sh;m ¼ 2:4 (J cm�3)0.5 [50]

sd;p ¼ 18:7; sp;m ¼ 9:7; sh;m ¼ 7:7 (J cm�3)0.5 [50]

Mathematical Modeling of Molecular Weight Distributions . . .
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perneodecanoate (CUPND).[63] According to the work of

Zimmerman,[66] the half-life of DIPND at 54 8C is similar to

that of CUPND. Given that in the proposed kinetic

mechanism, the initiator DIPND is involved in a single

decomposition reaction (Equation 1) with a single dissocia-

tion constant, the choice seems reasonable. Due to the lack

of information, the initiator efficiency was assumed to be

similar to values reported for similar reacting sys-

tems.[22,63,66] Besides, some of the parameters presented

in Table 3 and 4 were adjusted through standard least

squares procedures using published[22] and unpublished

industrial conversion and average molecular weight data

obtained at different reaction temperatures.

In vinyl chloride polymerizations using monofunctional

initiators, termination occurs primarily by disproportion-

ation. Green and Paisley[67] examined the MWD of PVC

powders using a Schulz[68] distribution and found that the

resin has amolar-mass dispersity of 2.0, due to termination

by disproportionation and chain transfer to monomer. The

same assumption is used here, although detailed informa-

tion on the performance of bifunctional initiators in

suspension VCM polymerizations is not available. In order

toconsider thepossibleexistenceof inhibitionsteps, typical

average impurity composition values present in vinyl

chloride were obtained from studies performed by Titova

et al.[69] and Zegel’man et al.[70]
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Figure 3. Conversion versus time for [I]¼0.835wt%. Symbols:
experimental data;[22] lines: simulations.
3. Simulation Results

3.1. Monomer Conversion and Molecular Weight

Averages

Figure 3 compares the experimental data at different

temperatures with the model results. In order to test the

sensitivity of the model, Figure 3 also shows simulation

results at the reaction temperature of 50 8C. It can be

observed that the developed model can reproduce the

available experimental data fairly well. The largest error is

found at 45 8C for conversions greater than 58%, corre-

sponding to the end of the second reaction stage, which is

characterized by the total consumption of vinyl chloride in

the monomeric phase. Overall, the model can predict very
Macromol. Theory Simu

� 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmwww.MaterialsViews.com
well the end point of the reaction. It is important to observe

that the model was sensitive to changes of the operation

temperature, resulting in anexcellent predictive capability.

Usually, higher temperatures favor the attainment of

higher monomer conversions at the end of the batch when

either monofunctional[18] or bifunctional[4] initiators are

used. However, it is curious to observe in Figure 3 that,

although reaction rates increase with temperature, as

expected, the final monomer conversion decreases slightly

with temperature when DIPND is used as the initiator, due

to the unusual combination of activation energies for this

analyzed reaction system.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of Mw for different

reaction temperatures. It can be observed that the model

predicts that Mw depends on the reactor temperature,

decreasing with the temperature increase, as it is well

known. At the beginning of the processMw is higher due to

the heating of the reactor, as already reported in the

literature.[71]As the reaction temperature stabilizes, theMw

values start to increase until the end of the second stage.

One must note that the final Mw values change less

significantly than the Mw values observed during the

dynamic trajectory, given the larger temperaturevariations

during reaction start-up.
l. 2014, 23, 500–522
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According to the classical theory on vinyl chloride

suspension polymerizations,[16–19,42,71] chain transfer to

monomer is strongly influenced by temperature and is

independent of the initiator concentration. Thus, the

temperature increase is expected to lead to smaller average

molecular weights and higher dispersities (due to larger

temperature variations), as shown in Figure 5. One might

expect that these results reported in the literature for

monofunctional initiators should also remain valid for

bifunctional initiators, as the reactivity of the active radical

species are assumed to be independent of the initiating

species.

It must be observed that the ranges of Mw values

presented in Figure 4 and the polydispersities presented in

Figure 5 are very similar to values of typical commercial

products produced in the same temperature ranges.[35,36,62]
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Figure 5. Evolution of the dispersity index at different
temperatures at [I]¼0.835wt%.
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Therefore, it seems natural to wonder how the use of

bifunctional initiators can affect the final properties of

the produced resin. First of all, as it is assumed that the

decomposition of peroxide groups takes place at random,

Figure 6 and 7 show respectively how the average

molecular weights and dispersities are expected to change

with the fraction of decomposed peroxide groups. In order

to build Figure 6 and 7, it was assumed for simplicity that

the chain growth probability remains constant throughout

the reaction course and that a bifunctional initiator

generates two short chains when a single peroxide group

is decomposed and generates two short chains and a long
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Figure 7. Expected decrease of the dispersity as a function of the
fractional initiator decomposition when the growth probability
is constant.
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chain when the two peroxide groups are decomposed

simultaneously. Surprisingly, one can see that the use of

bifunctional initiators can only exert a significant effect on

the molecular weight averages and dispersities of the final

polymer chains if very high conversions of peroxide groups

can be attained. (For illustrative purposes, Figure 8 shows

the half-life values of DIPND at different temperatures,

indicating that total decomposition can be expected after

3 h of reaction at temperatures above 40 8C.) This explains
why dispersity values are always close to 2 in Figure 5,

despite the use of the bifunctional initiator, as observed in

standard PVC reactions.

As a matter of fact, Figure 6 and 7 are very optimistic, in

the sense that modification of temperatures and compo-

sitions during the batch affect the growth probability very

strongly and certainly control the evolution of the

molecularweightaveragesandMWDs.Besides, thenumber

of short chains generated by each initiator molecule is

certainly larger than2,duetochaintransfer tomonomer.As

a consequence, one should not expect pronounced mod-

ifications of theMWDsof thefinal PVC resinonlybecauseof

the presence of multiple peroxide groups in the initiator

molecule when this type of bifunctional initiator is used to

perform the polymerization reactions, as the experimental

data of Krallis et al.[22] also indicate. In this aspect, the
Table 6. Half-life data for peroxide initiators.[63,72]

Peroxide initiator

3-Hydroxy-1,1-dimethylbutylperoxyneodecanoate (LUP610)

1,3-Di(2-neodecanoylperoxyisopropyl)benzene (DIPND)[72]

Cumyl perneodecanoate (CUPND)[63]
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availability of a good model can be of fundamental

importance for testing of operation procedures and of

initiators with alternative molecular structures, including

cyclic initiators.

When the performances of the monofunctional initiator

di(2-ethylhexyl)peroxydicarbonate (PDEH) and of the

bifunctional initiator (DIPND) are compared to each other,

as presented by Krallis et al.,[22] it can be concluded that the

use of PDEH as a benchmark may not be adequate.

According to the half-life data presented in Figure 8, half-

lives of PDEH and DIPND present significant differences in

the analyzed temperature range of 45–56 8C. As DIPND is

more reactive than PDEH, higher polymerization rates can

be achieved in reactions conducted with DIPND, as shown

in Figure 16 and 19 by Krallis et al.[22] As CUPND and 3-

hydroxy-1,1-dimethylbutylperoxyneodecanoate (LUP610)

present more similar half-lives when compared to DIPND,

as shown in Table 6, comparison of performances seems

more appropriate when CUPND (or LUP610) and DIPND are

used as the initiating systems.

Conversion profiles for different initiator concentrations

are shown in Figure 9. As expected, higher initiator

concentrations increase the reaction rates, decreasing

the total reaction time, as illustrated in Figure 10. In the

particular case of VCM polymerizations performed in

suspension, the reaction rates suffer strong deceleration

after the end of the second stage, after complete consump-

tion of themonomer phase. This is believed to be due to the

development of strong diffusive limitations, which lead to

lower initiator efficiencies and lower rates of propagation,

which are combined with the decreasing monomer

concentrations in the reacting phase.

As also observed experimentally in several systems that

use monofunctional initiators,[16,18,73] the critical increase

of the reaction rate occurs almost simultaneously with

the start of the pressure drop of the system, indicating

the complete consumption of the monomer-rich phase.

When the polymer concentration is sufficiently high in

the reactionmedium, themacro-radicals becomeentangled

with other polymeric chain segments, causing the decrease

of the diffusion rates and of the frequency of collisions

of macro-radicals. The increasing reaction rates that are

characteristic of PVC reactions lead to increasing rates of

heat production during the batch, requiring investment in
Temp., 8C for half-life times

0.1 [h] 1.0 [h] 10 [h]

[63] 91 54 37

80 54 35

76 56 38
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hardware and technology to avoid runaway conditions at

the plant site.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of Mw when using

different concentrations of initiator. It can be observed

that the molecular weight values are not very sensitive to

modification of the initiator concentration, given the high

rates of chain transfer tomonomer.[16–19,42,71] Despite that,

it is possible to note the slowdecrease of averagemolecular

weights with the increase of the initiator concentration, as

one might already expect.[10,12,74,75] Several authors[36,76]

reported that the average molecular weights tend to

decrease with monomer conversion at high conversions,

while others[21,77] did not observe this trend, reporting

constant molecular weight values at the last reaction

stages, when monofunctional initiators were used. As one
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can see in Figure 11, the simulation results obtained in the

present study indicateverysmall variationsofMw values in

the last stages of the reaction, because of the growth of

larger molecules, as shown in Figure 6.
3.2. Molecular Weight Distributions

Thepgf inversionmethod employed in the presentwork for

recovering of the MWD from its pgf transform requires the

user to specify the value of one parameter, Np, which is

the number of terms in the polynomial expansion of the

MWD function.[38] Low Np values can produce inaccurate

solutions, while high Np values can introduce noise due to

error propagation. Thus, the quality of the MWD depends

strongly on the selected Np value. In order to evaluate the

performance of the proposed numerical method, Astea-

suain et al.[38] suggests to compare solutions obtainedwith

different Np values in the form
. 2014,

H & Co
SSQ2Np ¼
Xndp

i¼1

ðxNp;DPi � xNpþ1;DPiÞ2 ð87Þ
where ndp is the total number of discrete points considered

in theMWD,xN;DPi andxNþ1;DPi are the calculatednumber or

mass fractions for degree of polymerization DPi, calculated

with two successive values of Np. A good value of Np is

the one that yields the lowest value of the performance

variable SSQ2. Initial guesses for Np should lie between 5

and 12.[38,78] MWD values presented here were always

obtained for the optimum Np values.

The pgf technique was applied for degrees of polymeri-

zation ranging from 25 to 190 000, using 25 discrete points

separated logarithmically for complete recovery of the

MWD’s. It is evident that both the accuracy of the solution

and the computational effort increase with the number of
23, 500–522
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discretization points used to retrieve the MWD, although

tests performed with higher number of discretization

points did not lead to any significant improvement of the

numerical solutions. The total computational time required

to solve each discretized point of the distribution was

approximately equal to 9min. The large computational

time was due to the large number of nonlinear differential

equations that constitute themodel, to the abrupt changes

of kinetic constants and model equations during the

distinct reaction stages of the batch (especially between

the second and the third stages) and to the high numerical

accuracy needed for convergence (relative deviation of

1.0� 10�9).

Figure 12 shows different calculated MWD’s for distinct

values ofNp at two sampling times (95 and 180min), when

1.0wt%of initiator isusedat56.5 8C. TheMWD’s includeare

represented as the sums of all kinds of chains (living and

dead) that are present in both phases (monomer-rich and

polymer-rich). Figure 12 shows that calculated MWD’s are

similar, although optimumNp values were equal to 10. For

this parameter value and using 25 discretization points,

approximately 10500differential equations are required to

perform the reaction simulations. The two sampling times
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and T¼ 56.5 8C.
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presented in Figure 12 correspond to different reaction

stages: (i) at t¼ 95min, there are four phases in the reaction

vessel; (ii) while at t¼ 180min, the monomer-rich phase

is absent. As both situations are very different, Figure 12

illustrates the convergence and robustness of performed

model calculations.

Figure 13 and 14 show the MWD evolution during the

course of the polymerization when the initiator concentra-

tion is equal to 0.875wt%at temperatures of 50 and 56.5 8C,
respectively. The MWD’s calculated for conversion of 0.5%

are very different from the other ones because the reaction

temperatures are still very close to the initial conditions at

such lowconversions; consequently, the averagemolecular

weights are higher (see Figure 4). As temperature stabilizes,

MWD’s are first shifted towards lower molecular weight

values (due to the higher temperatures) and afterwards

shifted slowly toward highermolecularweight values (due

to the increasing rates of monomer consumption in the

polymer phase and the lower initiator concentrations). As a

consequence, the MWD’s become broader and the dis-

persities reach the values of 2.08 at T¼ 56.5 8C and 2.07 at
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T¼ 50 8C, which are very close to 2 because of the

controlling effect exerted by chain transfer to monomer.

Similar results could be obtained in other reaction

conditions, including different temperatures and initiator

concentrations.

Figure 15 illustrates the effect of initiator concentration

on theMWD.AllMWDs shown in thesefigures correspond

to the monomer conversion of 80wt%. One must note

that there is no apparent difference in the MWD between

the 0.835 and 1.0wt% of initiator, as one might already

expect, given the controlling effect exerted by chain

transfer to monomer and the small variation of the

initiator concentration. However, by doubling the con-

centration of initiator, the MWD is shifted toward lower

molecular weight values, as one might already expect.

Figure 16 shows that sensitivity to the initiator concen-

tration increases with temperature (simulations per-

formed for the reactor temperature of 56.5 8C), due to the

higher rates of initiator decomposition and monomer

consumption.
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Aswell documented in the literature for commercial PVC

resins produced with monofunctional initiators, molar

mass distributions are wide, with dispersities slightly

above 2.0, as also obtained in all simulations performed in

the present study.[79] The MWD of PVC homopolymers

approaches a Gaussian distribution (in terms of log(Mw))

and does not change much from one manufacturer to

another, being independent of the initiator type. The

simulations performed here with the bifunctional initiator

DIPND confirm these general trends, as already explained

and shown in Figure 6 and 7.

It is interesting to observe how the distributions of the

distinct polymer species (living, dormant, and dead chains)

change during the batch. Figure 17 shows the MWD’s of

the different polymer chains at different reaction times,

for a polymerization run performed at T¼ 56.5 8C and with

[I]¼ 0.835wt%.

It can be observed in Figure 17 that in the early stages of

the reaction the concentrations of dead polymer chains PA
in the monomer-rich phase are high. As the reaction
. 2014, 23, 500–522
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Figure 16. Effect of initiator concentration on the (a)molar and (b)
mass molecular weight distributions for T¼ 56.5 8C.
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proceeds, there is a gradual increase in the concentration of

chains in the polymer-rich phase, mainly dead chains of

type PA and dormant chains of type PB. However, as

observed previously, due to chain transfer tomonomer and

the dynamics of the initiator decomposition, the concen-

trations of chains of type PB are much smaller than the

concentrations of chains of type PA. The other types of

macromolecular chains are always present in very low

concentrations and exert little influence on the overall

shape of the MWD. The MWD’s of PA and PB chains are

different in the polymer-rich and monomer-rich phases,

being shifted toward higher values in the polymer-rich

phase because of the gel effect and distinct set of kinetic

constants.
4. Conclusions

This study presented a mathematical model for the

suspension polymerization of vinyl chloride performedwith
Macromol. Theory Simu

� 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmwww.MaterialsViews.com
symmetrical bifunctional initiators. The proposed model is

able to describe the evolution of average molecular weights

and monomer conversion during the reaction batch, but is

also able to simulate theMWDs ofmacromolecular chains of

different types that are present in the monomer-rich and

polymer-rich phases. Although the obtained distributions

could not be compared with available experimental data,

calculated average molecular weights agree well with

experimental data available in the literature.

As shown throughout many examples, the dynamics of

the MWDs in vinyl chloride suspension polymerizations is

controlled by chain transfer tomonomer, whichmakes the

MWDs of the final polymer resin little sensitive to the

presence of the linear bifunctional initiator. According to

thesimulationsperformedhere, theMWDsof thefinal resin

aremuchmore sensitive to temperature variations than to

variations of the bifunctional initiator concentrations,

which is inaccordancewithasimplifiedstochasticanalysis.

One of the reasons that justify the observed small

sensitivity is the fact that bifunctional initiator molecules

generate more than two short dead chains (growth in one

direction) for each long chain (growth in two directions)

formedby thedecompositionof the twoperoxidegroups, as

shown when the MWDs of all types of macromolecular

chains are computed for each reacting phase. Therefore,

multifunctional initiators with more complex molecular

structure should be considered for PVC reactions, if

significant modification of the MWD is pursued.

The model presented here can be used as a tool for

tailoring theMWDs of PVC resins obtained through the free

radical mechanism using multifunctional initiators. Par-

ticularly, themodel canbeused in thenear future toanalyze

the sensitivity of the final resin properties to modification

of the kinetic rate constants and themolecular structure of

the multifunctional initiator.
Appendix A

The method developed by Flory and Huggins is useful for

estimating the activity coefficient of a solvent of low

molecular weight in a polymer solution, whose coefficient

is defined as
l. 2014,

bH & C
lnðamÞ ¼ lnðacomb
m Þ þ lnðares

m Þ ðA:1Þ
where the first term on the right side represents a

combinatorial contribution corresponding to the entropy

ofmixingandthesecondtermaccounts for theeffectsof the

interactionenergybetweenthe lattice sites, alsodeclaredas

a residual term.
lnðacomb
m Þ ¼ lnð1� fpÞ þ 1� 1

r

� �
fp ðA:2Þ
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lnðares
m Þ ¼ xFHf

2
p ðA:3Þ

lnðamÞ ¼ lnð1� fpÞ þ 1� 1

r

� �
fp þ xFHf

2
p ðA:4Þ
where fp is volume fraction of polymer in solution, r
is the number of segments in the polymer chain and
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xFH is a dimensionless interaction parameter, also

known as the Flory Chi parameter.[47] The r factor is

related to the size of the chains according to the following

equation
. 2014,

H & Co
r ¼ qpMMp

qmMMm
ðA:5Þ
23, 500–522
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where q is the specific volume and MM is the molecular

weightofacomponent (monomerandpolymer) insolution.

The segments of chains contained in the polymeric matrix

are assumed to occupy the same volume of the solvent

molecules. This assumption is quite acceptable for polymer

solutions in their ownmonomer, which is the case here. As

the molecular weight of the PVC studied in this work is

of the order of 104–105, is also quite reasonable to consider

1/r! 0. Thus:
www.M
lnðamÞ ¼ lnð1� fpÞ þ fp þ xFHf
2
p ðA:6Þ
The polymer–solvent interaction parameter xFH is

considered as a free energy parameter with entropic and

enthalpic contributions, defined by
xFH ¼ xS þ xH ðA:7Þ
wherexH is theenthalpic contribution, related to theheatof

mixing, while the entropic contribution xS is the correction

factor, usually defined as a constant and equal to 0.34[48]
xH ¼ nm

RTr
ðsm � spÞ2 ðA:8Þ
where ymM is the molar volume of the solvent (VCM in our

case),smandsparethesolubilityparametersofVCMandPVC,

respectively. The molar volume of the VCM was calculated

from the Group Contribution Theory.[49] According to

Hansen,[48] the total solubility parameter may be calculated

from the contributions of three types of interactions,
s2 ¼ s2
d þ s2

dd þ s2
h ðA:9Þ
where s2
d, s

2
dd, and s2

h are the contributions to the solubility

parameter of the dispersive forces, dipole-dipole forces and

hydrogen bonding forces, respectively.

Considering that both PVC and water present very low

solubility in the monomer-rich phase, it is reasonable to

consider that the mole fraction of VCM is approximately

equal to 1. Thus,
fm;2 ¼ Psatm expðlnð1� fp;2Þ þ fp;2 þ xFHf
2
p;2Þ ðA:10Þ
As the partial pressure of themonomer becomes equal to

its saturation pressure, one can calculate the volume

fraction of polymer in the polymer phase from a non-linear

equation (Equation A.11), by using a numerical method
0 ¼ lnð1� fp;2Þ þ fp;2 þ xFHf
2
p;2 ðA:11Þ
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